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Abstract

Typically crowdsourcing-based approaches to gather anno-
tated data use inter-annotator agreement as a measure of
quality. However, in many domains, there is ambiguity in
the data, as well as a multitude of perspectives of the in-
formation examples. In this paper, we present ongoing work
into the CrowdTruth metrics, that capture and interpret inter-
annotator disagreement in crowdsourcing. The CrowdTruth
metrics model the inter-dependency between the three main
components of a crowdsourcing system – worker, input data,
and annotation. The goal of the metrics is to capture the de-
gree of ambiguity in each of these three components.

Introduction
The process of gathering ground truth data through human
annotation is a major bottleneck in the use of information
extraction methods. Crowdsourcing-based approaches are
gaining popularity in the attempt to solve the issues re-
lated to volume of data and lack of annotators. Typically
these practices use inter-annotator agreement as a measure
of quality. However, this assumption often creates issues in
practice. Previous experiments we performed (Aroyo and
Welty 2013) found that inter-annotator disagreement is usu-
ally never captured, either because the number of annotators
is too small to capture the full diversity of opinion, or be-
cause the crowd data is aggregated with metrics that enforce
consensus, such as majority vote. These practices create ar-
tificial data that is neither general nor reflects the ambiguity
inherent in the data.

To address these issues, we proposed the
CrowdTruth (Aroyo and Welty 2015) method for
crowdsourcing ground truth by harnessing inter-annotator
disagreement. We present an alternative approach for
crowdsourcing ground truth data that, instead of enforcing
agreement between annotators, captures the ambigu-
ity inherent in semantic annotation through the use of
disagreement-aware metrics for aggregating crowdsourcing
responses. In this paper, we introduce the second version
of CrowdTruth metrics – a set of metrics that capture and
interpret inter-annotator disagreement in crowdsourcing
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annotation tasks. As opposed to the first version of the
metrics, published in (Inel et al. 2014), the current version
models the inter-dependency between the three main
components of a crowdsourcing system – worker, input
data, and annotation. This update is based on the intuition
that disagreement caused by low quality workers should not
be interpreted as the data being ambiguous, but also that
ambiguous input data should not be interpreted as due to the
low quality of the workers.

This work in progress presents the definitions and formu-
las of the new CrowdTruth metrics, together with the theo-
retical motivations of how the metrics were developed. The
code for the metrics is available online.1 The metrics have
already been applied successfully to use cases in semantic
frame disambiguation (Dumitrache, Aroyo, and Welty 2018
in press) and relation extraction from sentences (Dumitra-
che, Aroyo, and Welty 2017). In the future, we plan to per-
form an evaluation over several annotation tasks, comparing
CrowdTruth with other disagreement-aware crowd aggrega-
tion methods.

CrowdTruth Methodology
Modeling Disagreement
The main basis for measuring quality in CrowdTruth is the
triangle of disagreement (based on the triangle reference
(Knowlton 1966)), which links together media units, work-
ers, and annotations, as seen in Figure 2. It allows us to as-
sess the quality of each worker, the clarity of each media
unit, and the ambiguity, similarity and frequency of each an-
notation. The triangle model expresses how ambiguity in any
of the corners disseminates and influences the other compo-
nents of the triangle. For example, an unclear sentence or an
ambiguous annotation scheme would cause more disagree-
ment between workers (Aroyo and Welty 2014), and thus,
both need to be accounted for when measuring the quality
of the workers.

Closed & Open Annotation Tasks
The quality of the crowdsourced data is measured using a
vector space representation of the crowd annotations. For
closed tasks, the annotation vector contains the given answer

1https://github.com/CrowdTruth/
CrowdTruth-core
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Figure 1: Example closed and open tasks, together with the vector representations of the crowd answers. Worker Vector # 1
corresponds to the annotations in the image.

Figure 2: Triangle of Disagreement

options in the task template, which the crowd can choose
from. For example, the template of a closed task can be com-
posed of a multiple choice question, which appears as a list
checkboxes or radio buttons, thus, having a finite list of op-
tions to choose from. Figure 1 shows an example of a closed
and an open task, indicating also what the media units and
annotations are for both cases.

While for closed tasks the number of elements in the an-
notation vector is known in advance, for open-ended tasks
the number of elements in the annotation vector can only
be determined when all the judgments for a media unit have
been gathered. An example of such a task can be highlight-
ing words or word phrases in a sentence, or as an input text
field where the workers can introduce keywords. In this case
the answer space is composed of all the unique keywords
from all the workers that solved that media unit. As a con-
sequence, all the media units in a closed task have the same
answers space, while for open-ended tasks the answer space
is different across all the media units. Although the answer
space for open-ended tasks is not known from the beginning,
it still can be further processed in a finite answer space.

In the annotation vector, each answer option is a boolean
value, showing whether the worker annotated that answer or
not. This allows the annotations of each worker on a given
media unit to be aggregated, resulting in a media unit vec-
tor that represents for each option how often it was anno-
tated. Figure 1 shows how the worker and media unit vectors
are formed for both a closed and an open task.

Disagreement Metrics
Using the vector representations, we calculate three core
metrics that capture the media unit quality, worker quality
and annotation quality. These metrics are mutually depen-
dent (e.g. the media unit quality is weighted by the annota-
tion quality and worker quality), based on the idea from the
triangle of disagreement that ambiguity in any of the corners
disseminates and influences the other components of the tri-
angle.

To define the CrowdTruth metrics, we introduce the fol-
lowing notation:

• workers(u) : all workers that annotate media unit u;

• units(i) : all input media units annotated by worker i;

• WorkV ec(i, u) : annotations of worker i on media unit
u as a binary vector;

• MediaUnitV ec(s) =
∑

i∈workers(s) WorkV ec(i, s),
where s is an input media unit.

To weigh the metrics with the annotation quality, we com-
pute Wcos, the weighted version of the cosine similarity.
This metric is only applicable to closed tasks, where annota-
tion quality can be calculated across media units. For open-
ended tasks, we consider annotation quality equal to 1 (the
maximum value) in all cases.
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The Media Unit Quality Score (UQS) expresses the
overall worker agreement over one media unit. Given an
input media unit u, UQS(u) is computed as the average
cosine similarity between all worker vectors, weighted by
the worker quality (WQS) and annotation quality (AQS)..
Through the weighted average, workers and annotations
with lower quality will have less of an impact on the final
score. The formula used in its calculation is:

UQS(u) =

∑
i,j

WorkV ecWcos(i, j, u) WQS(i) WQS(j)∑
i,j

WQS(i) WQS(j)
,

WorkV ecWcos(i, j, u) = Wcos(WorkV ec(i, u),

WorkV ec(j, u)),

∀i, j ∈ workers(u), i 6= j.

The Worker Quality Score (WQS) measures the over-
all agreement of one crowd worker with the other work-
ers. Given a worker i, WQS(i) is the product of 2 separate
metrics - the worker-worker agreement WWA(i) and the
worker-media unit agreement WUA(i):

WQS(i) = WUA(i) WWA(i).

The Worker-Worker Agreement (WWA) measures the
pairwise agreement between two workers across all me-
dia units they annotated in common - indicating how close
a worker performs compared to workers solving the same
task. The metric gives an indication as to whether there are
consistently like-minded workers. This is useful for identify-
ing communities of thought. WWA(i) is the average cosine
distance between the annotations of a worker i and all other
workers that have worked on the same media units as worker
i, weighted by the worker and annotation qualities. Through
the weighted average, workers and annotations with lower
quality will have less of an impact on the final score of the
given worker.

WWA(i) =∑
j,u

WorkV ecWcos(i, j, u) WQS(j) UQS(u)∑
j,u

WQS(j) UQS(u)
,

∀j ∈ workers(u ∈ units(i)), i 6= j.

The Worker-Media Unit Agreement (WUA) measures
the similarity between the annotations of a worker and the
aggregated annotations of the rest of the workers. In contrast
to the WWA which calculates agreement with individual
workers, WUA calculates the agreement with the consensus

over all workers. WUA(i) is the average cosine distance be-
tween the annotations of a worker i and all annotations for
the media units they have worked on, weighted by the me-
dia unit (UQS) and annotation quality (AQS). Through the
weighted average, media units and annotations with lower
quality will have less of an impact on the final score.

WUA(i) =

∑
u∈units(i)

WorkUnitWcos(u, i) UQS(u)∑
u∈units(i)

UQS(u)
,

WorkUnitWcos(u, i) = Wcos(WorkV ec(i, u),

MediaUnitV ec(u)−WorkV ec(i, u))

The Annotation Quality Score (AQS) measures the
agreement over an annotation in all media units that it ap-
pears. Therefore, it is only applicable to closed tasks, where
the same annotation set is used for all input media units. It is
based on Pa(i|j), the probability that if a worker j annotates
a in a media unit, worker i will also annotate it.

Pa(i|j) =

∑
u
UQS(u) WorkV ec(i, s)[a] WorkV ec(j, s)[a]∑

u
UQS(u) WorkV ec(j, u)(r)

,

∀u ∈ units(i) ∩ units(j).

AQS(a) is the weighted average of Pa(i|j) for all pos-
sible pairs of workers. Through the weighted average, input
media units and workers with lower quality will have less of
an impact on the final score of the annotation.

AQS(a) =

∑
i,j

WQS(i) WQS(j) Pa(i|j)∑
i,j

WQS(i) WQS(j)
,

∀i, j workers, i 6= j.

The formulas for media unit, worker and annotation qual-
ity are all mutually dependent. To calculate them, we ap-
ply an iterative dynamic programming approach. First, we
initialize each quality metric with the score for maximum
quality (i.e. equal to 1). Then we repeatedly re-calculate the
quality metrics until each of the values are stabilized. This is
assessed by calculating the sum of variations between itera-
tions for all quality values, and checking until it drops under
a set threshold t.

The final metric we calculate is the Media Unit - Anno-
tation Score (UAS) – the degree of clarity with which an an-
notation is expressed in a unit. Given an annotation a and a
media unit u, UAS(u, a) is the ratio of the number of work-
ers that picked annotation u over all workers that annotated
the unit, weighted by the worker quality.

UAS(u, a) =

∑
i∈workers(u)

WorkV ec(i, u)(a) WQS(i)∑
i∈workers(u)

WQS(i)
.



Related Work
The literature on alternative crowdsourcing aggregation met-
rics typically focuses on analyzing worker performance –
identifying spam workers (Bozzon et al. 2013; Kittur, Chi,
and Suh 2008; Ipeirotis, Provost, and Wang 2010), and an-
alyzing workers’ performance for quality control and opti-
mization of the crowdsourcing processes (Singer and Mit-
tal 2013). (Whitehill et al. 2009) and (Welinder et al. 2010)
have used a latent variable model for task difficulty, as well
as latent variables to measure the skill of each annotator,
to optimize crowdsourcing for image labels. (Werling et al.
2015) use on-the-job learning with Bayesian decision the-
ory to assign the most appropriate workers for each task,
for both text and image annotation. Finally, (Prelec, Seung,
and McCoy 2017) show that the surprisingly popular crowd
choice (i.e. the answer that most workers thought would not
be picked by other workers, even though it is correct) gave
better results than the majority vote for a variety of tasks
with unambiguous ground truths (state capitals, trivia ques-
tions and price of artworks).

These methods were developed only for closed tasks, pri-
marily dealing with classification. However, the novel ap-
proach of CrowdTruth allows to explore both closed and
open-ended tasks. Furthermore, our focus is on modeling
ambiguity as a latent variable in the crowdsourcing system,
as well as its role in generating inter-annotator disagreement,
which these approaches currently do not take into account.
The most similar to our approach is the work by (Checco
et al. 2017), who propose a novel set of agreement metrics
for relevance scales that allow for some disagreement. In fu-
ture work, we will compare the CrowdTruth metrics with the
other crowd aggregation methods mentioned here.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present ongoing work into the CrowdTruth
metrics, that capture and interpret inter-annotator disagree-
ment in crowdsourcing. Typically crowdsourcing-based ap-
proaches to gather annotated data use inter-annotator agree-
ment as a measure of quality. However, in many domains,
there is ambiguity in the data, as well as a multitude of
perspectives of the information examples. The CrowdTruth
metrics model the inter-dependency between the three main
components of a crowdsourcing system – worker, input data,
and annotation.

We have presented the definitions and formulas of several
CrowdTruth metrics, including the three core metrics mea-
suring the quality of workers, annotations, and input media
units. The metrics are based on the idea of the triangle of
disagreement, expressing how ambiguity in any of the cor-
ners disseminates and influences the other components of
the triangle. Because of this, disagreement caused by low
quality workers should not be interpreted as the data be-
ing ambiguous, but also that ambiguous input data should
not be interpreted as due to the low quality of the work-
ers. The metrics have already been applied successfully to
use cases in semantic frame disambiguation (Dumitrache,
Aroyo, and Welty 2018 in press) and relation extraction from
sentences (Dumitrache, Aroyo, and Welty 2017). In the fu-

ture, we plan to perform an evaluation over several anno-
tation tasks, comparing CrowdTruth with several crowd ag-
gregation methods that go beyond the simple majority vote.
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